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Abstract
In this deliverable we report about phonon detection activities within PHENOMEN. Two main
research lines are described: in the former, optomechanical based detectors are addressed by Surface
Acoustic Waves in monolithic (GaAs) or Si/AlN based platform. In the latter, detectors are being
directly coupled to the optomechanical sources described in D 2.1
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1. Introduction/background
Deliverable 2.2 reports on the progress towards detection of coherent phonons via optomechanical
devices. Being able to detect phonon at a specific, pre-determined wavelength is an ambitious goal which
requires a careful design and possibly a mechanism for tuning the mechanical resonance. In facts,
fluctuations during the fabrication leads to a 10% distribution of the mechanical frequency around the
designed one. For a resonator at 100 MHz this translates in ±5 MHz shifts which are larger than the
mechanical linewidth that routinely has a width of about 100 kHz. The main works in the literature dealing
with this issue solved it in different ways: for Si optomechanical beams in a transceiver configuration [1],
the mechanical Q-factor of the nanobeams was kept low on purpose to grant a good overlap between
mechanical modes: a smart solution which unfortunately prevented to achieve the emission of coherent
phonons by sideband heating, having to resort to an external modulation of the laser pump. In the second
case, where GaAs nanobeams where used to detect coherent phonons coming from Surface Acoustic
Waves (SAW), the tunability of the latter was used to be resonant with the nanobeam mechanical modes.

2. Description of the deliverable
This deliverable describes the progresses towards the realization of an optomechanical detector of
coherent phonons which can be used for the project goals and objectives. After having demonstrated
phonons sources on chip (deliverable 2.1) and devised a strategy for the integration of SAW on a Si chip
(deliverable 3.1) we are connecting all the elements together towards coherent phonon detection. We
have been working in parallel on two different fronts: i) detection of phonons carried by a SAW and ii)
detection of phonons generated by an optomechanical device. The former activity has two sub-activities
which consider the use of monolithic piezoelectric materials for the SAWs (i-a) and the integration of
piezoelectric materials on Si (i-b), respectively. It is important to highlight that activity i) is relevant for
the future objectives of the project where the SAW-based technology here developed will be used for RF
signal processing and functionalities.

3. Progress towards objective
Activity (i-a): The workflow of this activity starts with the goal of detecting phonons in SAWs in
delocalized, 2D optomechanical crystals. One of the main issue of coupling a traveling SAW to a standing
wave localized mechanical mode lies in the very different mode volumes and symmetry of the vibrations.
The strong dispersion imposed by the mechanical pattern, for example in a optomechanical nanobeam,
squeezes the mechanical resonance to a tiny mode volume whereas the SAW generated by an
Interdigitated Transducer (IDT) usually looks like a plane wave with a lateral size of hundreds of
micrometers, due to the necessity imposed by the IDT matching condition with the external drive. This
is an open issue for example in [2] where the amazing detection internal efficiency goes together with a
weak external coupling due to the mechanical SAW-nanobeam mismatch. Our approach to improve this
aspect is to couple the SAW to a 2D GaAs metasurface with size comparable with the IDT itself. Being
GaAs piezoeletric, a simple metal deposition allows to launch the SAW in the substrate which can
propagate with minimal losses. Figure 1 shows a sketch and some optical and scanning electron images
of the proposed device: an IDT resonating at around 1 GHz generates a SAW which addresses an
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optomechanical 2D crystal. By probing the device optical transmission or reflection it is expected to see
differences in the optical response at the SAW frequency due to the external phonons impinging on the
crystal.

Figure 1: (a): Sketch of the phonon detector device, where a SAW is generated and used to perturb a 2D optomechanical
crystal. (b): Dark field image of a realized device: the IDT fingers are the bright rectangle which are connected to metallic
pads for wire bonding. (c)-(d): Scanning Electron images of the full optomechanical crystal in front of the IDT and zoom of
the square lattice pattern chosen.

A free-space optical characterization setup in the NIR has been built in Pisa where simultaneous optical
spectroscopy and electrical pumping of the SAW through properly designed Printed Circuit Boards is
possible, as shown in Fig. 5. FEM band simulations of a typical optomechanical crystal device as the one
shown in Fig. 1 (d) are reported in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). As can be seen, the device possesses a high level of
complexity having energy bands both for photons and phonons. Few photonic and phononic eigenmodes
are additionally shown in panel (c), where their out of plane electric field component and the total
mechanical displacement are reported, respectively. This calculations have been performed for L-shaped
holes placed in a square lattice with lattice constant a=1.128 m; the “L” long side had a length of 0.813*a
and width of 0.337*a while the short segment had a length of 0.337*a and width of 0.626*a: these
parameters have been found optimizing the optical response of the device in the spectral range of the
laser employed in the experiment. When the optical and mechanical eigenmodes overlap, a significant
coupling strength is expected. In Fig. 2 (d) the single particle coupling coefficients for the band structure
of panel (a) and (b) are reported. The coefficients have been obtained with perturbation theory using the
Hellman-Feynman theorem [3], as custom for dielectric optomechanical systems. As can be seen, the
coupling rises sensibly when the edge of the First Brillouin Zone of the mechanical crystal is investigated.
The coupling coefficient g0 quantifies the internal coupling strength and therefore the internal detection
efficiency. A different issue which has been considered is the external matching of the device mechanical
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eigenmodes with the external traveling wave impinging in the system. FEM simulations and fabrication
testing to introduce adiabatic tapering as routinely done for photonic crystal have been performed and
still are under optimization runs (see Fig. 2 (e)). The introduction of adiabatic tapering is expected to
smoothen out the transition between the SAW and nanobeam mechanical modes, minimizing the
reflected power and maximizing efficiency.

Figure 2: (a) – (b): Photonic and phononic band structure for a 2D optomechanical crystal with “L” shaped holes in a square
lattice. The geometrical parameters of this device are reported in the main text. (c): Typical photonic (top row) and
mechanical (bottom row) eigenmodes, which show that the modes are delocalized in the structure. (d): Single-particle
optomechanical coupling strength for different points along collinear photonic and phononic reciprocal space. Note that
there is a definite trend of increased coupling towards the edge of the mechanical First Brillouin Zone. (e): example of
adiabatic tapering simulation and corresponding realization in the 2D optomechanical crystal.

Activity (i-b): In order to use electrically excited SAW on a Si layer it is necessary to introduce a
piezoelectric material on top of the device layer itself where IDTs will be defined through metal deposition
and lithography. The SAW initially generated in the piezoelectric layer can then propagate in silicon,
eventually reaching a suspended optomechanical circuit. The fabrication of such a device would lead to
an efficient use of SAW technology in Si photonics, with evident advantage and benefits. In the context
of this deliverable this platform will be useful to inject a phonon wave on an optomechanical nanobeam
which will directly act as a phonon detector. The task is very challenging since it need to be tackled from
different directions, starting from simulation where scattering loss at the various material interfaces have
to be minimized and ending with non-standard fabrication techniques which will introduce AlN material
in a Si-compatible process. The flow for the fabrication (reported in Fig. 3) starts with a Si carrier wafer
with a few micrometers thick SiO2 buffer layer on which an amorphous silicon (a-Si) thin film is further
deposited through Low-Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition. After annealing, nc-Si will be formed to
improve the device layer optical and mechanical quality. Finally, a 250 nm AlN thin film is deposited by
sputtering. By defining IDTs by standard lithography and lift-off and by further etching the AlN film it is
finally possible to get access to the device to define the optomechanical photonic crystal pattern. A cross
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section SEM of the final material, before patterning, is reported in Fig. 3. A key point in the processing is
to verify that the use of nc-Si for optomechanical devices do not spoil their characteristics, especially in
terms of performance for coherent phonon emission. This has been verified in a test run in which nc-Si
has been patterned in optomechanical nanobeams and tested; the mechanical quality factor was reduced
by a factor ~2 with respect to SOI devices yet the different nonlinear properties of the material allowed
for a larger intracavity photon number and granted the net generation of mechanical coherent oscillations
through self-pulsing pumping, as detailed in deliverable 2.1. Further details on the fabrication of IDTs and
device simulations are reported in deliverable 3.2.

Figure 3: Schematics of the production of AlN on nc-Si for introduction of SAW in Si photonics. SEM of the final layer
structure.

Activity (ii): After the development of optomechanical sources (see deliverable 2.1), the next logical step
is the coupling of a nanobeam emitter with a detector one. This bears two main challenges: the first one
is to use a single optical fiber to couple both devices; the introduction of an additional fiber would lead
to extreme technological complications and efforts are made to avoid degradation of the technology
developed so far in the project. A second issue to consider is the mechanical detuning of two nominally
identical nanobeams due to unavoidable fabrication imperfections. For a better insight and quantification
of the parameters linked to these two issues, we have realized a set of twin-nanobeams which are
uncoupled both optically and mechanically but which can be probed at the same time by placing the
tapered fiber in between them. Setting up a two-laser experiment as sketched in Fig. 4 (a), we started to
investigate the two nanobeams (A and B in Fig. 4 (b)) by probing them separately (fiber in the blue/green
dots positions) or together (fiber in the red dot position). As can be seen in the measurement of Fig. 4 (c)
for a different set of nanobeams (SEM not shown), the single cavities show slightly different optical
spectra. It is important to note that we can excite modes belonging to different nanobeams when the
fiber is placed in position between them (AB), even though with different contrasts due to the fiber
perturbation. Addressing resonances belonging to different cavities we can transduce different
mechanical spectra both with the fiber placed in A/B or in AB position, as shown in the same panel. A
perfect spectral match of the mechanical modes would translate into the most efficient detection, while
a full mismatch would prevent the detection operation. Unfortunately, although very similar, the spectra
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are not always matched, as shown for a different set of nanobeam in Fig. 4 (d). The mismatch shows
statistical variations averaging around some frequency percent. Indeed, it is possible to find coupled sets
of nanobeams, as will be discussed in the next paragraph, yet a tuning mechanism (by using for example
thermal shift due to an external pump laser) will be considered and introduced in the next part of the
project.

Figure 4: (a): Schematics of the two-laser experimental setup where two lasers are coupled in the same tapered fiber for
probing the twin nanobeams. (b): SEM images showing the possible coupling conditions; in A (blue dot) only the upper
nanobeam is coupled, in B (green dot) only the bottom one, while in the middle (red dot) both nanobeams are coupled at
the same time. (c): Low power optical spectra for all possible coupling configurations. Even when both nanobeams are
coupled it is possible to independently trasduce the thermal spectrum of cavity A or cavity B. (d): Zoom of the mechanical
spectra in AB coupling condition for transduction with resonances belonging to different nanobeams. Roughly a 10 %
mismatch in the mechanical frequency has been found.

4. Results
Activity (i-a): As described in the previous paragraph, we fabricated a set of devices in GaAs with IDTs to
generate SAWs around 1 GHz. The experimental setup consists in a tunable laser source in the NIR, the
polarization of which is controlled with a quarter-wave and a half-wave plate. After focusing on the device
surface, it is possible to collect either the transmitted or reflected light, by using a set of two lenses and
a polarizer or adding a beam splitter, respectively (see Fig. 5 (a)). The device is mounted on a custom
made printed circuit board with an open window and with coplanar waveguides for exciting the IDTs and
generate the SAWs, as shown in the photograph of Fig. 5 (b).

Figure 5: (a): Sketch of the experimental setup. A laser beam with controlled polarization is focused on the sample which
can be probed in transmission or in reflection by the use of a beam splitter (BS). Additionally a Virtual Network Analyzer
can be added to drive the IDTs and detect the corresponding coherent photon oscillations. (b): Photo of one of the
devices under test.
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Figure 6 (a) reports some simulations of a typical device transmittance. Due to the “L” holes geometry,
which does not have rotational symmetry, the sample has a different response when circularly left (LCP)
or circularly right polarizations (RCP) is used. Broad spectral range device experimental characterization
shows clearly what was expected from the simulations, especially sharp resonant features around 1550
nm. The linear and circular dichroism signals for another device with similar features are reported in Fig.
6 (c), in the spectral range of interest. Here the circular (linear) dichroism has been defined as the
difference between LCP and RCP (vertical and linear polarization) transmission spectra. As can be seen, a
clear modulation of the signal appears and in particular the circular dichroism changes sign at a
wavelength of about 1530nm. On the very same device, IDTs and SAW generation have been investigated
using a Network Analyzer, as shown in the schematics of Fig. 5 (a). The reflected signal (S22) of few
different IDTs are reported in Fig. 6 (d). As expected, the IDTs show a resonance around 1 GHz which
slightly shifts to higher frequencies with decreasing fingers periodicity ().
Even if optics and electronics (SAW) works well separately, same limitations prevented us to prove
coherent phonon detection in this platform. This is due to the fact that weak fluctuations at the
fabrication stage translates in large difference in the photonic and phononic eigenmode energies. This
could lead to situations where the sharp SAW emission band is falling in the mechanical band gap or is
resonant with modes which have a very weak optomechanical couplings. As the next step, the new
generation of devices which is currently in production has a set of IDTs for broader SAW spectra, in order
to improve the feasibility to have a resonant phonon wave impinging on the optomechanical crystal
device.

Figure 6: Theoretical (a) and experimental (b) long range transmission of a typical device for the two circular polarizations
(left and right). The corresponding linear and circular dichroisms are reported in (c). Port characterization (reflection) of
the IDTs, which scales according to the finger periodicity ().
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Activity (i-b): As previously mentioned, more details on the results of SAW generation and control on Si
will be detailed in Deliverable 3.2
Activity (ii): The mechanical mismatch issue discussed in the previous paragraph has been initially solved
by a statistic probe of tens of weakly coupled nanobeam systems. Also, a narrow and tunable band pass
filter has been inserted in the experimental read-out chain to be able to identify light coming from any of
the two cavities, even when the fiber loop is placed in between them (see Fig. 7 (a)). Resonances
belonging to different cavities have been recognized by sweeping the frequency of laser 2 when the laser
1 is acting as a pump. In facts, by setting the latter wavelength on the blue side of a resonance belonging
to cavity A, a clear shift of the resonance itself will appear due to the thermo-optic effect. Being this
nonlinear term dependent by the temperature, any other resonance belonging to the heated cavity A will
experience a similar shift. Conversely, resonances belonging to cavity B will remain unshifted, since the
cavity will stay at the same temperature. As reported in Fig. 7 (b), using this protocol it has been possible
to label resonances according to their cavity. The presence of the weak link between the nanobeams
slightly couples the flexural mechanical modes, improving their matching condition, which translates in
overlapped spectra, as can be seen for the transduction of thermally excited mechanical modes in Fig. 7
(c).

Figure 7: (a): Experimental setup for phonon detection. Adding a tunable, narrow band-pass filter it is possible to measure
light signals coming from any of the two cavities even when the fibre loop is placed in between the nanobeams. (b): optical
spectrum of the cavity shown in the inset. By checking the thermo-optic effect, we are able to identify resonances belonging
to cavity A or B. (c): transduced mechanical spectra at room temperature excited by thermal motion. Even a weak coupling
of the nanobeams greatly improves the mechanical spectra overlap.

To demonstrate phonon detection, we arrange the setup in the configuration where cavity A is emitting
coherent phonons (“phonon lasing”) while cavity B transduces them. In this work, the two laser lines
address the optical resonances with different powers. When the lasing condition is reached, it is possible
to measure it by setting the filter on cavity A. Figure 8 (a) shows the resulting narrow RF signal as a blue
line. When the filter is set on cavity B (green line in Fig. 8 (a)), a broad, thermally excited mechanical peak
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appears as well as a narrow signal at the frequency of the “phonon laser” due to the direct detection of
phonons coupled through the tether link shown in Fig. 7. When the laser 1 feeding the “phonon laser” of
cavity A is switched off it is possible to see the signal disappearing in the mechanical spectrum of cavity
B, as reported in Fig. 8 (b), clearly proving that the narrow peaks is related to cavity A emitting phonons
into cavity B. Furthermore, it is even possible to follow the evolution of the lasing state by looking at the
coherent phonon detection. As reported in Fig. 8 (c), by setting the filter on cavity B and shifting the laser
1 pump wavelength far from the cavity A resonance, the “phonon laser” signal at first broadens and
decreases its intensity until disappearing, when the lasing condition is lost. Following a color gradient, it
is possible to see this evolution in panel (c), especially in the inset where a small frequency range around
the detected signal is shown.
Thus, we have demonstrated the possibility of emission and detection of coherent phonons on chip via
optomechanical cavities. This preliminary result will be further tuned and optimized, while the distance
between emitter and detector increased in such a way to introduce phonon functionalities in between
the two elements.

Figure 8: (a): Signal transduction with the tunable filter set to different wavelengths. When cavity A is selected (blue) a
strong mechanical signal appears, clear sign of phonon coherent self-sustained oscillations. Conversely, when cavity B is
selected (green), both the thermally excited broad mechanical peak as well as the narrow peak corresponding to the
coherent phonon detection are present. The inset shows the different filtering settings. (b): Comparison between thermal
spectra in cavity B with the laser 1 ON and OFF. When the laser is switched on, a narrow peak appears, corresponding to
the detection of coherent phonons from cavity A. (c): Evolution of the lasing state with phonon detection: by changing the
laser 1 pumping wavelength it is possible to follow the evolution of the source by looking at the detected signal. Following
the color gradient in the inset, the source signal broadens and decreases in power until it disappears.
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5. Towards figure of merits
As discussed during the PHENOMEN first review meeting, particular care has been taken in finding figure
of merits for benchmarking the investigated optomechanical device. Within WP2 an effort has been made
to characterise the detection efficiency scheme in such a way that the following figure of merit can be
used to compare our devices obtained from different fabrication runs as well as with the ones reported
in the literature.
To this end, we can define the detector internal sensitiviy, Sint, as the modification of transmitted power
through the cavity when a phonon is stored in one of the cavity mechanical modes. This is basically given
by the coupling strength g0 times the first derivative of the cavity lineshape T’(), which is telling us how
much the transmittance is changed by mechanical effects.
𝑆

= 𝑔 𝑇 (𝜔)

Sint can be readily evaluated when the cavities are preliminary probed giving us a first classification of the
best devices for phonon detection. Figure 9 reports, in its top row, a schematic summary of the internal
detection efficiency. Since the phonons we aim to detect are coming from a different source, two unitless
coupling parameters have to be included. Spatial/symmetry mismatch considers the different in the
displacement fields of the incoming phonon wave (either from a waveguide or a SAW) and the mechanical
eigenmodes. It is defined as the probability to excite a phonon within the nanobeam mode (xnb) when
an incoming phonon (xIN) has been directed onto the optomechanical crystal. Thus, the external
detection efficiency is given by
𝜂 =

𝑥
𝑥

The other coupling term to consider is the spectral mismatch, which is defined using the mechanical
Lorentzian lineshape and by assuming that the monochromatic incoming phonon wave is detuned from
the cavity maximum.
𝜂 =

𝛾
(𝜔 − 𝜔 ) + 𝛾

The bottom row of Fig. 9 shows a schematic representation of the origin of the coupling factors. In these
terms, the total device sensitivity is given by 𝑆 = 𝜂 𝜂 𝑆 . In order to improve Stot, we can separately
act on all three terms in the product. The internal sensitivity is strongly dependent on the optomechanical
coupling which has been optimized in the first part of the project; simulations can help to improve the
spatial coupling coefficient by adding smart tapers to the devices, as it has preliminarily done in SAWcontrolled optomechanical crystals in GaAs (Activity i-a in this report). Lastly, spectral coupling can be
improved by reducing the fabrication fluctuations and counting on preliminary device statistics in such a
way to find devices with mechanical resonances as spectrally close as possible.
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Figure 9: Definition of the different parameters involved in phonon detection. Sensitivity considers the ability of detecting
a phonons once it belongs to the right mechanical mode and it is given by the product of the optomechanical coupling
coefficient and the derivative of the optical resonance spectral shape (in W/nm). The final detector effectiveness must
include a unitless external coupling coefficient which includes both spatial/symmetry mismatch and spectral detuning.

6. Conclusion
In this deliverable we report the technology developed for phonon detection and a first demonstration of
detection itself in a system of coupled nanobeams. The issues preventing phonon detection in GaAs have
been identified and a next generation of device is currently been processed. Working on the technology
will further improve our expertise in coupling SAW with optomechanical devices, which will represent a
key issue for active phonon processing. The verification of phonon detection in coupled nanobeams will
allow us to increase the distances between the nanobeams in order to obtain a reasonable estimate of
the loss coefficient through the cut-back technique.

7. Recommendations
The different phonon detection mechanisms proposed here will be further improved and addressed
experimentally. Concerning the two nanobeams linked by a tether, this tether will be extended to make
room for phonon manipulation elements and its losses will be characterized. Furthermore, the
experimental figure of merit will be extracted from the configurations under study and compared to the
state of the art.
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